
 

 

Countable or uncountable? 

 

1. Look at the following rules. Do they apply to countable, uncountable, or 

both kinds of nouns? Ask your teacher and friends for help. Write C 

for countable, U for uncountable, and B for both. 

 

a) You can use the quantifiers a few, many, a lot of, several and some with 

them. (    ) 

b) You can use the quantifiers a little, much, a lot of and some with them. (    ) 

c) They have a singular and a plural form, and you can use numbers with them. 

(     ) 

d) They have only on form, and most of the time their form is singular. (    ) 

e) They can be counted with quantifiers, such as a piece of, a slice of, a carton 

of. (    ) 

f) You can use numbers with them. (     ) 

g) You can use indefinite articles a/ an with them. (     ) 

 

2. Classify the following words under Countable, uncountable, or both: 

 

  bread       soda        food          glass        sandwich         lamb         pea              

strawberry       oysters       salt       sugar        flour        banana      egg         

cheese            information     jam     knowledge         apple            engine           

equipment      machine       machinery      milk       coffee    money     time        

scissors      butter            beans           grapes 
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3. Use one of the quantifiers below with the words you classified above: 

a pair of  a cup of a tablespoon of  a piece of a slice of        a pinch of  

a loaf of a bunch of   a carton of     a plateful of  a teaspoon of a jar 

of 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Now, give the list of ingredients needed to make your favorite recipe. 

Use the quantifiers in Task 3 to show the amount you need. 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

5. Share the ingredients with your friends. Can they guess what 

the recipe is? 

 


